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a b s t r a c t
The centroid-moment-tensor (CMT) algorithm provides a straightforward, rapid method for the determination of seismic source parameters from waveform data. As such, it has found widespread application,
and catalogues of CMT solutions – particularly the catalogue maintained by the Global CMT Project – are
routinely used by geoscientists. However, there have been few attempts to quantify the uncertainties
associated with any given CMT determination: whilst catalogues typically quote a ‘standard error’ for
each source parameter, these are generally accepted to signiﬁcantly underestimate the true scale of
uncertainty, as all systematic effects are ignored. This prevents users of source parameters from properly
assessing possible impacts of this uncertainty upon their own analysis.
The CMT algorithm determines the best-ﬁtting source parameters within a particular modelling framework, but any deﬁciencies in this framework may lead to systematic errors. As a result, the minimummisﬁt source may not be equivalent to the ‘true’ source. We suggest a pragmatic solution to uncertainty
assessment, based on accepting that any ‘low-misﬁt’ source may be a plausible model for a given event.
The deﬁnition of ‘low-misﬁt’ should be based upon an assessment of the scale of potential systematic
effects. We set out how this can be used to estimate the range of values that each parameter might take,
by considering the curvature of the misﬁt function as minimised by the CMT algorithm. This approach is
computationally efﬁcient, with cost similar to that of performing an additional iteration during CMT
inversion for each source parameter to be considered.
The source inversion process is sensitive to the various choices that must be made regarding dataset,
earth model and inversion strategy, and for best results, uncertainty assessment should be performed
using the same choices. Unfortunately, this information is rarely available when sources are obtained
from catalogues. As already indicated by Valentine and Woodhouse (2010), researchers conducting comparisons between data and synthetic waveforms must ensure that their approach to forward-modelling is
consistent with the source parameters used; in practice, this suggests that they should consider performing their own source inversions. However, it is possible to obtain rough estimates of uncertainty using
only forward-modelling.
Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The centroid-moment-tensor (CMT) algorithm, introduced by
Dziewonski et al. (1981) and developed by Dziewonski and Woodhouse (1983a), has been extraordinarily successful. For 30 years, it
has been routinely applied to seismic data, ﬁrst under the auspices
of the Harvard CMT Project, and latterly as the Global CMT Project.1
⇑ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: andrew@geo.uu.nl (A.P. Valentine).
In this paper, we use the abbreviation ‘CMT’ to refer to the source determination
algorithm in general, and not to any particular implementation. On occasion, we refer
to the catalogue maintained by the Global CMT Project, as the best-known CMTrelated resource; for the avoidance of doubt, we use the abbreviation ‘GCMT’ for this
particular case. The reader should note that the authors of the present paper are not
involved in maintaining the GCMT catalogue, and that there will be differences of
detail between the GCMT approach, and ours.
1
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The full catalogue – available from www.globalcmt.org – now
contains details of over 35,000 earthquakes, and the information it
contains has found wide application across the geosciences.
However, one important question has received relatively little
attention over the years: what uncertainties should be assigned
to the quoted source parameters? Knowledge of these uncertainties is necessary if catalogue event locations or moment tensors
are to be used in the course of other studies: any errors in source
parameters will propagate, and may affect results. For example,
many global tomographic inversions rely on CMT parameters as
part of their analysis (e.g. Panning and Romanowicz, 2006;
Ritsema et al., 2011), which has been shown to risk introducing
bias into the resulting models (Valentine and Woodhouse,
2010). Of course, a particular application may be insensitive to
uncertainty-level changes in source parameters, or other sources
of error may safely be assumed to dominate. However, such
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assessment can only be made if realistic CMT uncertainties are
known.
The GCMT catalogue gives a ‘standard error’ in each parameter,
derived from the inverse problem. However, this calculation assumes that uncorrelated data noise is the only source of error in
the determination; systematic effects arising from incomplete
knowledge of earth structure, or from the use of approximate
methods for modelling wave propagation are ignored. Fig. 1 shows
the distribution of errors in spatio-temporal coordinates for all
events in the GCMT catalogue; we see that a typical event is said
to have a location error of a few kilometres, and a time known to
within a fraction of a second. Such values provide an important
and useful measure of the stability of the CMT inversion for a
given event, but are clearly rather optimistic if taken to denote
our true state of knowledge about that earthquake. We stress that
those responsible for curating the GCMT catalogue have never
claimed otherwise (see, for example, Smith and Ekström, 1997;
Ekström, 2011).
Experiments to test the robustness of the CMT algorithm have
been reported by a number of authors, including Ferreira and
Woodhouse (2006) and Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström (2010), and
others have compared CMT results with those obtained via fundamentally different means (e.g. Smith and Ekström, 1997; Helffrich,
1997; Kagan, 2003; Elliott et al., 2010; Weston et al., 2011). The detailed conclusions vary, but there is general agreement that spatial
uncertainty should be measured in tens of kilometres, and times
are known to within a few seconds. However, the methods used
are typically computationally expensive, and not suited to routine
determination of the errors speciﬁc to individual events.
In this paper, we examine how uncertainties may arise in the
CMT determination process, and how these impact on the recovered source parameters. We begin by brieﬂy summarising the
CMT algorithm, and establishing a framework in which uncertainties may be estimated. We then attempt to illustrate and calibrate
this framework using published source parameters and various
inversion results for two recent events in the vicinity of New
Zealand, although detailed results will require a case-by-case
analysis. Finally, we demonstrate that similar results may be computed directly during CMT inversion, subject to the validity of a
particular linear approximation.

m ¼ ð f1

uc t c ÞT :

#c

Given m, we have a variety of methods for the calculation of
synthetic seismograms. Some, such as those based on numerical
solution of the seismic wave equation (e.g. Komatitsch and Tromp,
2002a,b), have a high accuracy – and are correspondingly computationally expensive; others, such as most commonly-used formulations involving normal mode summation, rely on various
approximations for the sake of efﬁciency (e.g. Woodhouse and
Dziewonski, 1984; Romanowicz, 1988). All methods require
knowledge of an earth model, and typically implementations will
incorporate various other user-determined parameters and settings. Notwithstanding this, we can calculate synthetic seismograms, s, to correspond to some set of recordings of true ground
motion represented by the data vector, d.
Real seismic data contains noise, and so we do not expect to be
able to exactly reproduce d. Instead, we deﬁne a measure of the
similarity of data and synthetic: the CMT algorithm adopts the
least-squares waveform misﬁt
T

m2 ðd; sÞ ¼

ðd  sÞ ðd  sÞ
T

d d

ð2Þ

:

This quantity is 0 if data and synthetic agree perfectly; a misﬁt
greater than 1 implies that the residuals are larger than the original
data. The ‘best-ﬁtting’ synthetic seismograms to a given dataset are
therefore those for which m2 is minimal; typically, applications
based on waveform-matching then assume that the noise component of d is sufﬁciently incoherent that the parameters used to generate s may be regarded as representative of the seismic event.
Thus, the CMT algorithm involves treating m2 for a given dataset as a function of m, and ﬁnding the source parameters that give
rise to the minimum misﬁt. We make the assumption that seismograms may be regarded as linearly dependent on m, so that

sðm þ DmÞ ¼ sðmÞ þ ADm;
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Then, given some source vector mi , the well-known least-squares
algorithm (see, for example, Menke, 1989) dictates that the minimum misﬁt solution is given by

% CMT catalogue solutions
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ð3Þ

where A is the matrix of partial derivatives
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2.1. The source determination process

The CMT algorithm assumes that a seismic event can be modelled using ten parameters: the six independent components of
the moment tensor, denoted f1...6 ; three spatial co-ordinates, #c
(latitude), uc (longitude) and zc (depth); and time, t c . We therefore
describe the source for a given event by a ten-component ‘CMT
vector’,

0

zc

The background to this representation is developed in a number of
papers (e.g. Backus and Mulcahy, 1976; Backus, 1977; Dziewonski
and Woodhouse, 1983b), and is sketched in Appendix A; essentially,
the approach involves the ﬁrst-order terms in an expansion of the
stress glut.

2. The CMT algorithm: an overview

% CMT catalogue solutions
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Fig. 1. Error distributions from GCMT catalogue. Histograms showing distribution of standard errors quoted by GCMT catalogue for lateral location (latitude and longitude,
combined), depth (omitting events for which the depth parameter was reported as ﬁxed to some a priori value), and time.
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1
miþ1 ¼ mi þ AT A
AT ðd  sðmi ÞÞ:

ð5Þ

If Eq. (3) were exactly true, it would be possible to exactly determine
source parameters in a single step. Normal mode theory suggests
that this is valid when the spatio-temporal co-ordinates of the centroid are held ﬁxed: thus, an initial source m0 can be found by adopting hypocentral parameters derived from other measurements, such
as found in the USGS ‘Preliminary Determination of Epicenters’
(PDE) catalogue (discussed in Sipkin et al., 2000). However, once
these are allowed to vary, the problem becomes weakly non-linear,
so that iteration with Eq. (5) is required. Typically, experience suggests that convergence is achieved with a few (5–10) iterations.
In practice, it is usually assumed that an indigenous source
should have no explosive component, corresponding to a zerotrace constraint on the moment tensor (as deﬁned in Appendix
A, Eq. (A.12)). This implies that

f1 þ f2 þ f3 ¼ 0;

ð6Þ

which may be incorporated into the least-squares algorithm via a
Lagrange multiplier (e.g. Menke, 1989). Experience suggests that
the algorithm will become unstable for very shallow events: these
are therefore typically ﬁxed to have zc ¼ 15 km. In certain circumstances, other components may also be ﬁxed. It is possible to constrain the source so that it is a pure double-couple: this requires
the determinant of the moment tensor to be zero. We do not apply
this constraint in the current paper, although we plot the best-ﬁtting double couple in addition to the non–double-couple source
when showing focal mechanisms.
2.2. Data
In principle, the CMT algorithm may be applied to any class of
waveform data, provided that methods exist for the calculation
of synthetics and the appropriate partial derivatives. Typically,
CMT determinations are performed using long-period teleseismic
data, drawn from major international seismic networks: for best
results, a good azimuthal distribution of stations is required. The
GCMT catalogue makes use of up to three data types (see, for
example, Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström, 2010; Ekström et al.,
2012): ‘body waves’, the portion of the seismogram before the
main surface wave arrival, ﬁltered to have a dominant period at
around 50 s; ‘surface waves’, with a similar frequency content
but windowed to capture the main surface wave-train; and ‘mantle
waves’, longer-period (dominant period around 135 s) surface
waves. As we shall see, each class of data has its own characteristics and sensitivities, and in practice the source parameters indicated by each may differ.
3. Uncertainty and the CMT algorithm
From this brief outline, it should be clear that the CMT algorithm relies on a number of assumptions, and that these have the
potential to impact the recovered source parameters. In particular,
any inaccuracies in earth model or wave propagation framework
may generate waveform errors in the synthetic seismograms,
introducing systematic biases into results. However, in order to ascribe an ‘uncertainty’ to each parameter, we must recognise that at
least two distinct uses for source parameters exist, and that these
groups of users may have somewhat different expectations.
3.1. Source parameters for wave propagation
The ﬁrst main use for seismic source parameters is to allow
waveform modelling (for example, in order to perform tomographic inversion). Typically, such users are primarily interested

in the accuracy of the waveforms produced, rather than in the
source parameters themselves. By deﬁnition, the CMT algorithm
yields the source that allows a given choice of earth model and
wave propagation framework to best explain some dataset. For
self-consistency, forward-modelling must be performed using the
same choices as were made during source determination. If this
is the case, and the user is prepared to regard the chosen modelling
framework and earth model as correct, uncertainty in the source
parameters arises only from the presence of noise within the data.
For these users, catalogue standard errors may provide reasonable
estimates of uncertainty.
In order to understand how these errors are calculated, we must
adopt a more sophisticated formulation of the least-squares algorithm than that set out in Eq. (5). If we assume that the uncertainty
distributions associated with data and model parameters are
Gaussian, this may be rewritten in the form (e.g. Tarantola, 1987;
Mosegaard and Tarantola, 2002)


1

1
1 
miþ1 ¼ mi þ AT C1
AT C1
D A þ CM
D ½d  sðmi Þ þ CM mi  mprior ;
ð7Þ
where CD and CM are the a priori data and model covariance matrices, respectively, and mprior represents our a priori model. The a posteriori model covariance, which describes the uncertainties on the
resulting model parameters, can then be estimated as


1
e M ¼ AT C1 A þ C1
:
C
D
M

ð8Þ

The CMT algorithm does not make use of any damping during matrix inversion, so that C1
M ¼ 0. This corresponds to the assertion that
a priori constraints on model parameters are ‘inﬁnitely weak’ (Tarantola and Valette, 1982). If we then make the assumption that all
data are independent, with uncertainty characterised by a Gaussian
of width r, we have CD ¼ r2 I; r can be derived from the misﬁt between data and synthetic, by regarding the numerator as a sum of

1
e M ¼ r2 AT A
, and
samples from the Gaussian. Thus, we obtain C
the diagonal terms of this matrix may be interpreted as the ‘standard errors’ on the model parameters.
In formulating the problem in this manner, we are assuming
that all errors are Gaussian, and independent. Both these assumptions are almost certainly incorrect; in particular, correlations are
likely to exist between the uncertainties at different points in the
time series, and perhaps between those observed at different stations. Within the Gaussian framework, such correlations would result in a non-diagonal data covariance matrix, CD , and could alter
our interpretation of the resulting uncertainties on model parameters (e.g. Langbein and Johnson, 1997). Of particular interest for the
current case is the work of Yagi and Fukahata (2008, 2011), who attempt to incorporate a more realistic data covariance matrix during inversion for earthquake slip distribution – note that a nondiagonal CD in Eq. (7) could affect the solution itself, as well as
the uncertainties related to it. However, estimating the structure
of the covariance matrix is not straightforward; typically, various
stochastic models are used (e.g. Lohmann and Simons, 2005). Nevertheless, the effects are likely to be relatively small compared to
those attributable to inaccuracies in earth model or wave propagation framework. As a result, and in common with mainstream
implementations of the CMT algorithm, we therefore persist with
the assumption of independent errors.
Unfortunately, standard error analysis breaks down as soon as
unmodelled effects are present in the data. To illustrate this,
Fig. 2 demonstrates a toy problem, where we attempt to locate
the minimum of a function given only noisy samples from it. We
choose (incorrectly) to model the function as quadratic; the bestﬁtting coefﬁcients can be found, along with the standard Gaussian
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Fig. 2. Over-conﬁdence in the model leads to over-conﬁdence in results. We wish to ﬁnd the value of x that minimises f ðxÞ, given noisy samples from f ðxÞ (left panel). If we
assume (wrongly) that f ðxÞ is a quadratic, the least-squares algorithm allows us to ﬁnd the best-ﬁtting solution, and we can estimate the error in the location of xmin (centre
panel) – as indicated by the error bar and (unnormalised) corresponding Gaussian distribution. Increasing the number of samples increases our conﬁdence in this location
(right panel), so that the ‘true’ location of the minimum no longer lies within the region permitted by uncertainty analysis.

errors in these. It is then straightforward to locate the minimum of
the function, and use the rules governing uncertainty propagation
(e.g. Squires, 2001) to compute the error-bars on this location.
When relatively few data points are available, results are reasonable – the correct value lies within the calculated error. However,
as more data are used, the location of the best-ﬁtting quadratic becomes increasingly tightly constrained, and our analysis indicates
an incorrect location with a high degree of conﬁdence. This arises
because we are failing to take discrepancies between model and
reality – systematic errors – into account during error analysis.
The source parameters that yield the best ﬁt between data and
synthetics for one choice of earth model and modelling framework
need not be optimal when different choices are made. In fact, as we
shall see, changing from one ‘reasonable’ setup to another can have
a serious effect on waveform misﬁt – in particular, the deﬁnition of
misﬁt in Eq. (2) is very sensitive to changes that induce phase shifts
in the synthetic seismograms. Ignoring this fact has the potential to
generate misleading results when synthetic seismograms are used
– see, for example, Valentine and Woodhouse (2010). Unfortunately, complete information about the setup used for calculation
of catalogue source parameters is rarely available – and it is rarer
still for this setup to coincide with the setup a particular user
wishes to adopt. One solution may be for researchers to consider
performing their own source inversions, so that self-consistency
can be ensured. Failing this, we believe the uncertainty on source
parameters must be assessed in terms of geological accuracy.
3.2. Geologically accurate source parameters

description represents a hugely simpliﬁed model for the complexities of earthquake faulting processes, and this must also be considered during analysis: for discussion of alternative source models,
see Madriaga (2007).
Even the best-available earth models and forward modelling
techniques do not faithfully match the behaviour of the real Earth.
Moreover, for reasons of computational efﬁciency and historical
continuity, routine determinations are typically performed using
low-resolution models, and approximate forward modelling,
although some studies have made use of fully-numerical techniques (e.g. Liu et al., 2004). For example, according to Ekström
et al. (2005) and Hjörleifsdóttir and Ekström (2010), determinations for the GCMT catalogue currently rely on normal mode summation with lateral heterogeneity incorporated through the path
average approximation (Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984); some
calculations are performed in a spherically-symmetric model
(PREM; Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), whilst others make use
of the degree-8 model SH8/U4L8 (Dziewonski and Woodward,
1992; Dziewonski et al., 1992), with attenuation corrections derived from Durek and Ekström (1996). Thus, the best-ﬁtting source
in a given model is unlikely to be identical to the optimal source in
the real Earth. However, provided that the model used is reasonable, the geologically-correct source should yield a low misﬁt.
We therefore propose a pragmatic approach to estimating the
range of source parameters plausible for a given event. We deﬁne
a misﬁt threshold,

m2thresh ¼ ð1 þ /Þm2min ;
m2min

For many users, geological accuracy is important. For any seismic event, a correct centroid location and moment tensor exist,
and these users regard the output from the CMT algorithm as an
estimate of this. Estimating the geological uncertainty is a much
more complex problem: a full treatment would require an understanding of the uncertainties associated with current earth models
and wave propagation techniques, in addition to a proper analysis
of the noise in seismic data. However, it is possible to develop
reasonable estimates from an assessment of the impact these
uncertainties are likely to have on waveform misﬁt.
One advantage to adopting this deﬁnition of source parameter
uncertainty is that – for at least some events – it is possible to compare CMT results with those derived by other methods, and with
ﬁeld observations. However, caution must be exercised: other
methods will have their own uncertainties, and these may be
equally poorly-understood. It is also important to recognise that
the spatio-temporal centroid location for a seismic event may
not correspond well to natural physical observables: for example,
events on a fault that is not straight may have centroid locations
that do not lie on the fault. Obviously, a ten-parameter source

ð9Þ

where
is the minimum misﬁt found by application of the CMT
algorithm, and / is some small positive number. We then assert
that any source generating misﬁt m2 6 m2thresh is to be regarded as
a plausible model for the event; the set of all such sources deﬁnes
our uncertainties around the best-ﬁtting parameters. Of course, this
strategy is not a proper statistical treatment of errors, and it relies
on a more-or-less ad hoc choice of value for /. However, we hope
that it will prove sufﬁcient for practical purposes.
To make use of this, we must develop some method for mapping out the appropriate region of source parameter-space. One
route lies in ‘most-squares inversion’ (Jackson, 1976; Meju and
Hutton, 1992), which seeks to ﬁnd extremal values of parameters
subject to an overall constraint on misﬁt. However, this requires
a computationally expensive inversion process for any choice of
/, and does not provide any immediate sense of the tradeoff between / and the resulting uncertainty estimates. A simpler approach, and the one that we shall follow, lies in mapping out the
misﬁt function through forward modelling. This has the additional
beneﬁt of requiring only readily-available tools for computing synthetic seismograms, making it accessible to users who may wish to
explore the extent to which particular source parameters are
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constrained without necessarily having the software or expertise
necessary to perform source determinations. However, our previous argument regarding self-consistency still applies: caution
should be exercised when using catalogue parameters in conjunction with different datasets and modelling approaches.
4. Forward modelling and the misﬁt function
To illustrate our approach, we assess the extent to which the
CMT algorithm can constrain the source parameters for the earthquake that struck Darﬁeld, near Christchurch, New Zealand at
16:35 on 3 September 2010 (UTC). This event has been studied
by a number of different groups, using a variety of methods and
datasets.

BODY

4.1. High-quality synthetic seismograms
In order to avoid complications due to noise, and so that ‘correct’ source parameters are known, we conduct our analysis using
synthetic seismograms. We adopt the GCMT catalogue source
parameters for this event, as set out in Table 4, and make use of
the degree-40 earth model, S40RTS (Ritsema et al., 2011) in conjunction with fully-numerical wave propagation (SPECFEM3D_
GLOBE v.5.1.1, Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002a,b; Komatitsch et al.,
2010). We use a global station distribution, based on the IRIS/IDA
and IRIS/USGS networks (network codes II and IU), restricted to


epicentral distances in the range 40 6 hE 6 140 , as shown in
Fig. 3, and compute three hours of three-component data for each,
beginning at the event time. The resulting seismograms are convolved with a triangular source time function, of half-width 10 s,
and then up to three frequency-time windows are extracted from
each trace. These windows conform to the deﬁnitions given in
Table 1, and are designed to contain particular classes of data.
We refer to these ﬁltered waveforms as the ‘high-quality synthetic
dataset’, for which the ‘true source’ is the GCMT source.

MANT

SURF

Z

0.0

4.2. Approximate synthetic seismograms
Using the same set of source parameters, but the degree-8 model M84C (Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984) and normal mode
summation under the path-average approximation, we compute
a second, equivalent, set of synthetic seismograms. Again, we convolve the output from our calculations with a triangular source
time function of half-width 10 s, and perform identical windowing
operations. We refer to the result as the ‘approximate synthetic
dataset’; any differences between this and the high-quality dataset
are attributable to changes in earth model and forward-modelling
strategy. We suggest that these differences are of a similar scale
and character to those that might be expected between the real
Earth, and the approximate synthetic seismograms typically
utilised for CMT inversion.
To illustrate these differences, we compute the waveform misﬁt
(Eq. (2)) between high-quality and approximate datasets, on a window-by-window basis. These are plotted in Fig. 3. The different
modelling approaches do not affect all window types equally:
typically, best ﬁt is seen with mantle waves, and surface waves
agree least well. It is unsurprising that we see better agreement
with long-period data: these will be less sensitive to the shortwavelength structure that is absent from M84C. Regional effects
can be observed, based on the overall differences in character of
the earth models used – for example, the waveform agreement
observed using body wave windows is notably worse in North
America than in other parts of the world.
From this, it should be apparent that inconsistencies in modelling approach can lead to quite different waveforms, and this

0.5

N
E

1.0

Misfit

Fig. 3. Waveform deﬁciencies in approximate dataset. Misﬁt between seismograms
in high-quality synthetic dataset, and their counterparts in the approximate
dataset, computed according to Eq. (2). Each trace contributes up to three windows,
according to the deﬁnitions set out in Table 1; we show each separately. Stations
with a misﬁt value greater than 1 are shown in grey; such misﬁt values imply that
the ‘error’ inherent in the approximate synthetic is greater than the true trace.

Table 1
Deﬁnitions of windows used in modelling. Each window is deﬁned relative to seismic
phase arrivals (P:P-wave; R1/R2: ﬁrst and second surface wave trains), and is only
used if it meets a minimum length criterion. Phase arrival times are computed using
PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981; Crotwell et al., 1999). Each window is cosine
band-pass ﬁltered, with pass-band deﬁned by the periods T 1;...;4 .
Name

BODY
MANT
SURF

Window

Filter

Start

End

Min

T1

T2

T3

T4

P  300 s
P  300 s
R1  600 s

R1  300 s
R2 þ 1800 s
R2 þ 600 s

300
1800
1800

1000
1000
1000

500
500
500

60
150
60

45
135
45

reinforces the need for self-consistency when source parameters
are used. In addition, these differences arise in a complex manner,
affecting particular regions and frequency bands in different ways.
We therefore anticipate that each data type will behave differently
during CMT inversion, and that a solution based on a combination
of all three will be some compromise between the individual
behaviours.
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4.3. Mapping out the misﬁt function

f1

In order to understand the degree of constraint the misﬁt function (Eq. (2)) provides on source parameters, we must map out
m2 ðmÞ. To do this in an efﬁcient manner, we adopt an approach
based on random sampling, and generate 10,000 sets of source
parameters that are ‘close’ to the true source. The algorithm we
use to do this is straightforward, and is set out in Appendix B.
For each of these random sources, we compute and process
synthetic seismograms as before, using M84C and normal mode
summation. We compare these to the high-quality synthetic dataset, and thus obtain 10,000 samples from the misﬁt function for
each of the three data types deﬁned in Table 1. We plot all samples
for which m2 6 1 in Figs. 4–6. We note that 10,000 samples represents a low sampling density in nine-dimensional space (not tendimensional, as our sampling strategy preserves the zero-trace
constraint), but for current purposes we believe it to be sufﬁcient:
the misﬁt function is known to be smooth and relatively slowlyvarying, and we are not attempting a Monte Carlo-style analysis,
for which a proper sampling density is imperative.
From Figs. 4–6, a number of observations can be made:
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Fig. 5. The misﬁt function, as seen by mantle waves. See Fig. 4 for full explanation.
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Fig. 4. The misﬁt function, as seen by body waves. A single, high-quality synthetic
dataset was generated for a known (‘true’) source; then, 10,000 sets of approximate
synthetic seismograms were computed for source parameters distributed at
random about the true source. For each source, we extract body waves according
to the deﬁnition in Table 1, and compute the misﬁt (Eq. (2)) between high-quality
and approximate datasets. We show misﬁt as a function of source parameter for all
examples with m2 6 1; every sample shown appears in each of the ten plots. The
misﬁt obtained when approximate synthetics are computed using the true source is
denoted by a red cross; the sample yielding the lowest misﬁt is circled. Green lines
provide an estimated lower bound to the samples, computed by varying each
source parameter in turn from the optimal sample; for full details, see text.
Equivalent plots for mantle- and surface-wave data are shown in Figs. 5 and 6,
respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 6. The misﬁt function, as seen by surface waves. See Fig. 4 for full explanation.
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True

Body

Mantle

Surface

Combined

Fig. 7. Best-ﬁtting random moment tensor for each data type. From left to right: the ‘true’ moment tensor, used in calculating high-quality synthetic data; best-ﬁtting
example generated by random sampling for body, mantle and surface wave data types (i.e. circled sources from Figs. 4–6); best-ﬁtting example generated by random
sampling when all three data types are combined. Best-ﬁtting double-couple solution is overlain in each case.

Typically, we wish to combine all available data to arrive at a single
source determination. This is done by forming a single misﬁt
function,

m2 ¼

P

k wk ðdk

P

T

P

 sk Þ ðdk  sk Þ

T
k wk dk dk

¼

T
2
k wk dk dk mk
P
T
k wk dk dk

;

ð10Þ

where the index k is used to refer to the various data types used,
and wk is a weight assigned to each. Thus, the overall misﬁt curve
is essentially a weighted average of the individual misﬁt curves,
and the location of the minimum is governed by the relative
weights. Various approaches to weighting are possible, and detailed
results will depend on the one adopted. For the purposes of this paT
per, we choose wk ¼ 1=dk dk , which leads to a particularly straightforward combination in Eq. (10), so that each dataset contributes
equally to the overall calculation.
The misﬁt distributions produced by combining our datasets in
this manner are shown in Fig. 8, with the focal mechanism for the
best-ﬁtting of the random sources given in Fig. 7. As expected, the
behaviour mirrors that for the individual data types, and generally
parameters are reasonably close to the true values. However,
where body and surface wave data show signiﬁcant errors, this is
reﬂected in the combined results.
4.4. Estimating uncertainties
As discussed above, our proposed approach to uncertainty
assessment involves determining the range of sources that yield
misﬁt below some threshold. In order to calculate this efﬁciently,
we require a method for estimating the curve describing the lower
bound of the distributions shown in Figs. 4–6 and 8. This may be
achieved by systematically varying each source parameter in turn
away from the minimum-misﬁt solution, computing synthetic
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better than the true source, indicated by a red cross in each plot.
In general, these represent relatively modest differences in true
and best-ﬁtting parameters, although there are some notable
discrepancies – particularly the behaviours of f6 , depth and
time. These differences lie at the heart of the ‘biasing’ effect
described by Valentine and Woodhouse (2010): errors in the
earth model are partly accommodated via shifts in source
parameters.
2. As in Fig. 3, there are differences in behaviour between the various data types. Minima fall at different parameter values, and
the curvature of the misﬁt surface varies – note that all ﬁgures
share a common scale. The focal mechanism corresponding to
the best-ﬁtting random example in each case is shown in
Fig. 7. From these, it appears that the differences have relatively
minor effects on the overall character of the recovered source,
although some differences may be seen.
3. Not all parameters are well-constrained by all data types. This is
particularly true for components f4 and f5 , which are wellknown to be difﬁcult to resolve for shallow sources (e.g.
Dziewonski et al., 1981); however, other components fare little
better.

0.5
Time
0.0
−15

0

15

Fig. 8. The misﬁt function, all three data types combined. Each data set was
T
weighted so that d d is equivalent; other choices of weighting scheme are equally
possible. See Fig. 4 for explanation.

seismograms, and calculating the resulting misﬁt. For most accurate results, we should perform a constrained inversion to select
the source parameters to use in each case: the value for one parameter is chosen a priori, and then the remaining nine are chosen to
yield the lowest misﬁt possible. However, this is a computationally-intensive procedure, since numerous samples are required
for each curve.
Since the dependence of seismograms on source parameters is
approximately linear – at least close to the minimum-misﬁt
solution – adequate results may be obtained through forwardmodelling alone, ﬁxing all source parameters to the minimummisﬁt values, except the parameter explicitly varying. The green
curves in Figs. 4–6 have been produced in this manner based on
the best-ﬁtting random source (as circled): 15 equally-spaced
measurements of misﬁt deﬁne each curve. The best-ﬁtting random
source is close to the minimum-misﬁt source that would be
obtained by the CMT inversion, and this could also be used as a
starting-point for calculating the curves. When obtaining curves
for components f1...3 , we enforce the zero-trace constraint (Eq.
(6)) by adjusting the two ‘non-varying’ parameters in proportion
to their original magnitudes. The resulting curves do not exactly
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for the degree to which the catalogue source parameters for a particular event may be constrained.
Using these curves, it is straightforward to estimate parameter
ranges corresponding to any choice of / in Eq. (9). For illustrative
purposes, we adopt / ¼ 0:1, representing a misﬁt threshold 10%
greater the best obtainable; Fig. 9 shows this applied to the body
wave dataset. Ranges indicated by each of the three datasets separately, and combined, are listed in Table 2; we note that the 10%
threshold is sufﬁcient for the range to encompass the ‘true’ value
of most source parameters. However, it should be remembered
that these ranges represent extremal values, where only one
parameter is contributing to misﬁt change, and in practice, waveform errors are likely to impact on all ten source parameters. Thus,
typical uncertainties may be rather lower; in any case, the choice
of a 10% threshold is ad hoc, and as we shall see, may be rather
pessimistic.
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5. Application to real data
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Fig. 9. A range of source parameters are compatible with a ‘low-misﬁt’ solution.
Green curves are identical to those in Fig. 4, and represent the lower bounds of the
misﬁt distributions observed with body wave data. The best-ﬁtting random source
yielded m2 ¼ 0:289; horizontal line signiﬁes this plus 10%. This allows us to identify
a range of source parameters yielding a good – though not optimal – ﬁt to our highquality synthetic data; see Table 2 for numerical values. Plots for other data types
are similar, and are omitted for brevity. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

bound the distributions found by random sampling, sometimes
slightly over-estimating the misﬁt for parameters far from the
best-ﬁtting solution. However, these effects are unlikely to be signiﬁcant in the context of our ad hoc treatment of uncertainty. In
any case, researchers are more likely to have ready access to forward-modelling tools than the machinery for performing source
inversions: subject to the need for self-consistency that has already
been discussed, this approach may allow users to develop a sense

So far, we have conducted synthetic experiments only. Whilst
these have the advantage of providing a known ‘true’ solution, they
lack many of the complications of real data – such as noise, or realistic rupture models. We therefore obtain seismic waveforms for
the Darﬁeld event, again using the IRIS/IDA and IRIS/USGS networks. As before, these are windowed automatically for body, surface and mantle waves; the automatic windows are then adjusted
by hand to correct for un-modelled effects and to remove poorquality traces. We then perform ﬁve iterations of inversion according to the CMT algorithm, as described Section 2. For consistency
T
with our synthetic experiments, we adopt wk ¼ 1=dk dk and use
the earth model M84C.
After ﬁve iterations, we ﬁnd the misﬁt between data and synthetic to be essentially static: further iterations lead to no signiﬁcant changes. The best-ﬁtting solution is given in Table 3, with
the focal mechanism shown in Fig. 10. The misﬁt obtained is
0.466, which we consider to be reasonably good for a real data
inversion. Using this source, we then estimate the curves corresponding to the bottom of the misﬁt distribution, as described
above, and identify the ranges of source parameters indicated by
misﬁt thresholds of 1%, 5% and 10%. The resulting upper and lower
bounds are also given in Table 3, with the corresponding focal
mechanisms shown in Fig. 11. Whilst the numerical values admissible for each source parameter encompass a moderate range,
Fig. 11 demonstrates that the overall character of the source
remains reasonably well-constrained. We note that although the

Table 2
Range of source parameters within 10% of minimum misﬁt, synthetic experiment. As illustrated in Fig. 9, we estimate the range of values that are permissible for each source
parameter subject to the constraint that misﬁt should not increase by more than 10% from the ‘optimal’ value (given in table as ‘best ﬁt’), for each of the three data types. In each
case we quote upper and lower bounds; ‘–’ indicates that no bound was found within the range of values in our experiment. Moment tensor components f1;...;6 are given in units of
1026 dyn cm, latitude and longitude in degrees, and depth in kilometres. Time is quoted as a shift in seconds relative to the ‘true’ source time used for computing the high-quality
synthetic data. This ‘true’ source is given for reference.
Body
‘True’
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
Lat
Lon
Dep
Time
m2min
m2thresh

0.385
0.008
0.392
0.491
0.010
3.600
43.56
172.12
12.0
0.0

Mantle

Surface

Combined

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

0.558
0.466
1.102
1.228
1.573
3.238
43.41
171.84
29.84
8.6
0.289

1.420
0.675
1.302
1.302
0.816
2.379
43.10
172.30
–
4.0

0.165
0.384
0.930
–
–
3.942
43.72
171.66
–
6.9
0.080

0.799
0.437
0.100
–
–
3.030
43.27
172.39
28.73
0.1

–
0.695
0.970
–
–
3.097
43.77
171.58
10.38
10.3
0.507

2.056
0.917
0.630
1.923
1.627
–
43.13
172.49
61.02
1.9

0.883
0.897
1.189
–
–
3.338
43.59
171.77
18.54
9.34
0.321

0.997
0.842
0.463
2.001
–
2.193
43.08
172.40
–
1.34

0.318

0.088

0.558

0.353
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Table 3
Results, inversion of real data. Waveforms from the 3rd September 2010 Darﬁeld earthquake are inverted using the CMT algorithm and earth model M84C (Woodhouse and
Dziewonski, 1984), leading to source denoted ‘Best’. Ranges of source parameters corresponding to misﬁt thresholds 1%, 5% and 10% above the best-ﬁtting value are also quoted,
according to the method set out in this paper. For comparison, we also perform inversion of the same dataset using earth model PREM (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) without
any lateral heterogeneity, and the 3D model S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 2004). All moment tensor components are stated in units of 1026 dyne cm; latitude and longitude are given in
degrees, depth in kilometres and time in seconds relative to the GCMT centroid time, 16:35:57.9 UTC.The focal mechanisms corresponding to the data in this table can be seen in
Figs. 10 and 11.
1% Threshold

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
Lat
Lon
Dep
Time
m2min

5% Threshold

10% Threshold

Best

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

0.615
0.163
0.451
0.436
0.502
3.008
43.61
172.15
29.38
2.0
0.466

0.327
0.528
0.726
1.381
1.333
3.280
43.73
172.02
24.55
0.5

0.915
0.190
0.162
0.512
0.330
2.740
43.50
172.30
34.64
3.8

0.059
0.988
1.110
2.555
2.368
3.655
43.90
171.80
17.92
2.1

1.286
0.656
0.205
1.680
1.365
2.359
43.34
172.51
42.55
6.0

0.347
1.331
1.391
3.432
3.142
3.927
44.03
171.64
13.29
3.8

1.572
1.006
0.484
2.561
2.140
2.084
43.22
172.67
49.25
7.8

M84C

PREM

PREM
0.685
0.201
0.483
0.619
0.716
3.216
43.54
172.22
19.92
2.3
0.454

S20RTS
0.551
0.030
0.581
0.049
0.267
2.853
43.42
172.46
35.78
1.1
0.489

best-ﬁtting source has some non–double-couple component, it is
possible to ﬁnd sources within the 1% threshold that have an almost pure double-couple form (see, e.g. Julian et al., 1998; Miller
et al., 1998).

S20RTS

5.1. Comparison with other determinations
GCMT

InSAR

GeoNet

USGS
CMT

USGS
BW

USGS W

Fig. 10. Focal mechanisms for Tables 3 and 4. ‘Beachballs’ corresponding to sources
recovered by inversion of real data in three different models (top row), and by other
groups using a variety of data sources and methods (bottom row). Best-ﬁtting
double couples are overlain in black.

1% threshold
Min
Max

5% threshold
Min
Max

10% threshold
Min
Max

f1

f2

f3

f4

f5

f6
Fig. 11. Focal mechanisms corresponding to misﬁt thresholds. ‘Beachballs’ corresponding to the sources yielding upper and lower bounds for each parameter
according to misﬁt thresholds of 1%, 5% and 10%, as set out in Table 3. Best-ﬁtting
double couple is overlaid in black for each mechanism.

For comparative purposes, we also perform source inversions
using identical dataset and modelling choices, except for the earth
model: we use both PREM without any lateral heterogeneity (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981), and the degree-20 3D model S20RTS
(Ritsema et al., 2004). The resulting source parameters are given in
Table 3, with focal mechanisms depicted in Fig. 10. Again,
differences in the character of the source are relatively minor,
although typical changes in numerical values may be of the order
of 10–20%. Whilst these effects may seem insigniﬁcant for the purpose of identifying the event mechanism, they may be important
where waveform modelling is attempted: the seismogram calculated for a particular station may change markedly. Spatio-temporal changes between earth models may also be notable; we shall
return to this shortly.
The Darﬁeld earthquake has been studied by a number of
researchers, using a variety of datasets and techniques. As a result,
numerous moment tensors are available in published literature
and databases, and a few are presented in Table 4 and Fig. 10. In
addition to the GCMT solution, already encountered in the context
of computing synthetic datasets, we show the USGS CMT solution,
obtained using an implementation of the CMT algorithm intended
to yield reliable automatic results for large earthquakes, and using
only long-period waveforms (as discussed in Polet and Thio
(2011)). The USGS also compute moment tensors according to
two fundamentally different approaches: one based on ﬁlter theory
(Sipkin, 1982, 1986, 1994), using body-wave data, and one derived
from analysis of the ‘W-phase’ (Kanamori and Rivera, 2008). A
moment tensor calculated by GeoNet from regional data using a
method based on that of Dreger and Helmberger (1993) is also given (Ristau, 2008), along with one derived from analysis of InSAR
data by Elliott et al. (2012). Clearly, GCMT, USGS CMT and InSAR
solutions are in good overall agreement with each other and with
our inversion results; the USGS body-wave and W-phase solutions
are similar, but with noticeably different orientations and features.
The GeoNet source appears strikingly different; this is thought to
arise from the regional nature of the determination, and is dominated by the initial rupture, rather than the overall event.
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Table 4
Source parameters reported for the 3rd September 2010 Darﬁeld earthquake. Global CMT catalogue source from www.globalcmt.org; InSAR source from (Elliott et al., 2012, and
pers. comm.). Regional moment tensor from GeoNet, www.geonet.org.nz (Ristau, 2008); USGS Quick CMT solution, body-wave-derived and W-phase-derived moment tensor
from earthquake.usgs.gov.
GCMT
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
Lat
Lon
Dep
Time

InSAR

0.385
0.008
0.392
0.491
0.010
3.600
43.56
172.12
12.0
0.0

GeoNet

0.642
0.241
0.400
0.776
0.172
3.57
43.58
172.19
5.0
–

1.718
0.925
0.794
3.624
3.581
4.134
43.54
172.16
8
–

To assess spatial effects, Fig. 12 shows the position of the various sources set out in Tables 3 and 4, along with the latitude and
longitude ranges indicated by 1% and 5% thresholds. We see that
the various reported locations are reasonably well-clustered – in
fact, this event is notable for the level of agreement between
source parameters determined by different means. As one might
expect, our M84C source inversion recovers a similar location to
that obtained by GCMT, as does inversion in PREM; however, inversion in S20RTS leads to a centroid location that agrees signiﬁcantly
less well with other results. Since there is little inherent reason to
prefer the low-degree models, we suggest that the close agreement
between CMT-inversion results and other methods here may be
largely coincidental. We note that the location information provided by the CMT algorithm has often been said to be ‘ﬁctitious’,
prone to systematic error depending on the details of the earth
model used: see, for example, Dziewonski and Woodhouse
(1983a) or Dziewonski et al. (1987). This is borne out by the results
presented in Valentine and Woodhouse (2010). However, we are
now in a position to attempt to quantify this.
What error threshold is appropriate for this event? Unfortunately, it seems unlikely that there is a deﬁnitive answer to this
question, and the user must make their own assessment. We suggest that a reasonable choice would lie somewhere in the range
between 1% and 5%, with the spread of inversion results tending
to indicate a value at the upper end of this. Comparing the moment
tensor components, we can express the ratio of uncertainties
Df1 : Df2 :    : Df6 based on the ranges in Table 3. For the 1% threshold, we obtain the ratio 1:1 : 1:3 : 1:0 : 2:9 : 3:0 : 1:0, where we
have assigned the dominant f6 component unit value. The 5%

25 km

USGS BW
GeoNet
USGS W

S20RTS

USGS CMT

PREM
InSAR

GCMT

M84C

Fig. 12. Centroid locations, Darﬁeld earthquake. Black dots denote lateral location
of centroid reported by various sources, as in Table 4. Blue crosses denote results
from inversion of real data-set in three earth models, as in Table 3. Tick-marks on
red lines indicate the extent of the 1% and 5% thresholds set out in Table 3. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

USGS CMT
0.58
0.07
0.51
0.80
0.46
3.34
43.55
171.70
10
16.4

USGS BW
0.65
0.07
0.72
0.79
0.97
2.35
43.53
172.12
15
11.9

USGS W
0.41
0.17
0.59
1.87
0.42
3.59
43.38
172.02
15
11.9

threshold, on the other hand, yields ratio 0:7 : 0:9 : 1:0 :
3:3 : 2:9 : 1:0. For comparison, the ‘standard errors’ derived as in
Section 3.1, are in the ratio 1:0 : 1:1 : 1:0 : 3:0 : 2:6 : 1:0 – although
their numerical values are an order of magnitude, or more, less
than those obtained by forward-modelling. However, at low
thresholds the two methods partition the uncertainty in a similar
manner; when higher thresholds are used, non-linearity becomes
more signiﬁcant, and the two deviate. Thus, we have qualiﬁed support for the statement in, for example, Dziewonski et al. (1987)
that the standard errors offer a measure of the relative uncertainty
in each parameter.

5.2. A deep event
It is well-known that the seismic signatures of shallow and
deep events are quite different, and thus their behaviour in inversion may also differ. We therefore repeat our analysis for an
M W 6:6 earthquake that occurred at around 13:03 on 18 April
2011 (UTC), on the Kermadec Arc, north of New Zealand; we
choose this for its proximity to the Darﬁeld event already discussed, so that effects arising from earth model inaccuracies or
station distribution may be broadly comparable between the
two. According to the GCMT catalogue, the centroid depth for
the event was 99.9 km.
Again, we obtain waveforms from the IRIS/IDA and IRIS/USGS
global networks, and process these according to the window deﬁnitions set out in Table 1. In practice, we ﬁnd that the surface wave
window type yields very poor results for this particular event,
probably on account of its depth: we therefore use only body
and mantle waves during inversion. CMT source inversions are performed in three earth models, as before: PREM, M84C and S20RTS;
we make use of a triangular source time-function, with a halfwidth of 4.5 s. The results, along with the 1%, 5% and 10% source
parameter ranges evaluated in M84C are shown in Table 5, and
the focal mechanisms corresponding to these ranges are given in
Fig. 13. For comparison, published source parameters for this event
are listed in Table 6, and their locations plotted in Fig. 14 along
with our results.
The overall picture appears similar to that for the shallow
event: time and location uncertainties remain of a similar magnitude. The ratio of moment tensor uncertainties in this case become
0:8 : 1:4 : 0:8 : 1:4 : 1:0 : 1:2 for the 1% threshold, and 0:8 : 1:3 :
0:8 : 1:4 : 1:0 : 1:2 at the 5% threshold, where we give the dominant
f5 component unit weight – remarkably similar. By comparison, the
‘standard errors’ are in the ratio 0:9 : 1:4 : 1:2 : 1:2 : 1:0 : 1:3, which
by our analysis overestimates the uncertainty in the component f3 .
Again, on balance, we suggest that a threshold value of around 5%
is appropriate for this event.
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Table 5
Results, inversion of real data, deep event. Waveforms for the 18th April 2011 earthquake occurring south of the Kermadec Islands are inverted using the CMT algorithm in earth
model M84C, leading to the source denoted ‘Best’. The same dataset was also inverted in two further earth models: PREM, and S20RTS. Ranges of source parameters corresponding
to 1%, 5% and 10% misﬁt thresholds are given for the M84C inversion. All moment tensor components are given in units of 1025 dyn cm – note that this is a factor of 10 different
from Table 3. All event times are given in seconds relative the GCMT centroid time for this event, 13:03:07.0 UTC.
1% Threshold

f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
Lat
Lon
Dep
Time
m2min

5% Threshold

10% Threshold

Best

Min

Max

Min

Max

Min

Max

2.845
0.978
3.822
1.541
6.289
1.234
34.28
180.06
94.17
1.4
0.435

3.436
2.003
3.219
0.477
5.543
0.332
34.48
179.95
85.23
2.9

2.272
0.068
4.441
2.613
7.049
2.136
34.07
180.19
104.13
0.3

4.144
3.228
2.443
0.789
4.561
0.750
34.74
179.78
76.43
5.2

1.539
1.265
5.194
3.869
7.926
3.221
33.82
180.35
116.24
2.5

4.685
4.147
1.886
1.737
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1.564
34.94
179.65
69.27
6.9

1.003
2.185
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8.588
4.032
33.64
180.46
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4.1

1% threshold
Min
Max

5% threshold
Min
Max
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1.747
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1.562
34.36
180.12
101.23
2.9
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10% threshold
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0.471
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f3
Fig. 14. Centroid locations, earthquake south of the Kermadec Islands. Black dots
denote published locations as reported in Table 6; blue crosses denote results of
inversion of real data in different Earth models, as set out in Table 5. Tick-marks on
red lines indicate the lateral extent of the 1% and 5% thresholds given in that table.
Note that the horizontal and vertical extent of the main map in this ﬁgure is
equivalent, in kilometres, to that shown in Fig. 12. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

f4

f5

6. A comparison with linear inverse theory

f6
Fig. 13. Focal mechanisms corresponding to misﬁt thresholds, deep event. ‘Beachballs’ corresponding to the sources yielding upper and lower bounds for each
parameter according to misﬁt thresholds of 1%, 5% and 10%, as set out in Table 5.
Best-ﬁtting double couple is overlaid in black for each mechanism.

Our approach has been based upon evaluating the form of the
misﬁt surface in the region of the best-ﬁtting solution by explicitly
computing the waveﬁeld. However, by making use of the linear
approximation in Eq. (3), it is possible to estimate the misﬁt due
to a perturbation away from the minimum. For a given dataset,
d, this allows Eq. (2) to be re-written in the form
T

m2 ðm þ DmÞ ¼
Table 6
Source parameters reported for the 18 April 2011 event that occurred south of the
Kermadec Islands. Global CMT catalogue source from www.globalcmt.org; regional
moment tensor from GeoNet, www.geonet.org.nz. USGS CMT and W-phase solutions
from earthquakes.usgs.gov.

GCMT
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
Lat
Lon
Dep
Time

3.040
1.310
4.350
2.050
6.560
0.985
34.34
179.87
86.00
0.0

GeoNet
3.008
0.155
3.163
3.455
6.894
2.070
34.29
180.97
99
–

USGS
CMT
3.64
0.59
4.23
2.62
8.60
1.30
34.30
180.38
62
16.6

T

d d
T

¼

½d  sðmÞ  ADm ½d  sðmÞ  ADm
T

d d
o
1 n
T
¼ T ½d  sðmÞ ½d  sðmÞ  2DmT AT ½d  sðmÞ þ DmT AT ADm ;
d d
ð11Þ

USGS
W
4.50
0.88
3.61
1.99
7.57
1.03
34.12
170.19
90
3.0

½d  sðm þ DmÞ ½d  sðm þ DmÞ

where A is the matrix of partial derivatives evaluated at m. Expressing the quantity d  sðmÞ as e for brevity, this implies that

"

#
DmT AT ADm  2DmT AT e 2
m ðmÞ:
m ðm þ DmÞ ¼ 1 þ
eT e
2

ð12Þ

The quantities AT A and AT e appear in the least-squares algorithm,
Eq. (5), and are therefore computed during source inversion. As a
result, once the minimum-misﬁt solution has been obtained, it is
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Fig. 15. Comparison with predictions of linear inverse theory. Green curves show
misﬁt using approximate synthetic seismograms in M84C for the Darﬁeld event, as
already discussed. Red curves represent the misﬁt predicted by assuming seismograms to depend linearly on source parameters close to the minimum, as set out in
Section 6. For the six moment tensor components, both curves coincide exactly, as
predicted by normal mode theory. The 5% misﬁt threshold is illustrated, estimated
from the green curves, and can be seen to broadly represent the point at which the
two curves diverge. Note that scales differ between this ﬁgure and earlier examples.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

trivial to use Eq. (12) to estimate the misﬁt for any source close to
the minimum.
Fig. 15 compares the misﬁt curve obtained using Eq. (12) to that
obtained by the forward-modelling approach already discussed, for
the Darﬁeld event. The two curves agree exactly for the six moment tensor components, as the seismogram is exactly linear in
these. For spatio-temporal components, the two curves differ due
to the inherent non-linearity ignored in Eq. (12), which typically
over-estimates misﬁt. However, close to the minimum, agreement
is good – and for reasonable values of /, the two curves will lead to
similar parameter ranges. Thus, if the quantities AT A; AT e and eT e
corresponding to the minimum-misﬁt solution are available, it is
particularly straightforward to estimate plausible parameter
ranges, or to assess the extent to which some other source estimate, m0 , may be compatible with the CMT solution.
7. Conclusions
We have set out a method by which researchers may estimate
the overall waveform effect of small changes in source parameters,
and thus estimate the uncertainties on moment tensors and location co-ordinates derived by the CMT algorithm. The user must
make some assessment of the overall accuracy of their synthetic
waveforms, based on their conﬁdence in the earth model and modelling strategy used; unfortunately, we do not yet have sufﬁcient
understanding of the errors in earth models and their propagation
to compute this directly. We suggest that this approach has a sounder basis than an analysis based on Gaussian statistics.
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If the user has access to the quantities AT A; AT ½d  sðmÞ and
T
½d  sðmÞ ½d  sðmÞ for the best-ﬁtting source, m, the misﬁt for
sources close to this can be estimated straightforwardly as set
out in Section 6, and parameter ranges corresponding to low values
of / may be estimated. For researchers performing their own
source determinations, this may be an effective route to assessing
uncertainty. It might also be feasible for maintainers of CMT catalogues to publish these quantities: the dimension of the matrices
involved is small. Maintainers could also consider providing more
detailed information about the datasets used for each determination, although ﬁnding an effective format for this may present
technical challenges.
If this information is not available, or users wish to allow for larger changes in source parameters, for which the linear approximation is not valid, we have shown that forward modelling will allow
the calculation of curves showing the tradeoff between individual
parameters and misﬁt. The computational cost of this procedure is
not high: broadly, it amounts to another iteration of the CMT algorithm per source parameter, and can be readily distributed over the
nodes of a computational cluster. It requires the user to have access
only to a method for computing synthetic seismograms, although
for fully self-consistent results, the experimental setup must be
identical to that used for source determination.
In this paper, we have considered only two events, and we are
wary of drawing too many generalisations. However, our observations here support a number of points made elsewhere in the CMT
literature, and these may be usefully re-stated:
1. The CMT algorithm allows the calculation of the set of source
parameters that allow a particular modelling approach to best
explain a particular dataset in a given earth model.
2. Inadequacies in earth models and modelling approaches lead to
different results in different frequency bands; combining datasets leads to a solution that ‘averages’ these.
3. Structural effects may introduce bias into results, particularly
for parameters describing spatial location.
4. Standard errors obtained by statistical analysis signiﬁcantly
underestimate the true scale of uncertainty, particularly where
datasets are large – as is typically the case in recent routine
determinations. However, they may provide a reasonable estimate of the relative uncertainties in parameters.
5. For shallow sources, components f4 and f5 are extremely poorly
constrained.
Furthermore, it is apparent that moderate changes to source
parameters may be possible without signiﬁcant effect on the overall waveform misﬁt.
Perhaps the most important conclusion to be drawn from our
current work is that the best-ﬁtting source parameters depend
strongly on the details of the dataset, earth model and modelling
approach used. This effect was seen in Valentine and Woodhouse
(2010), and we believe it is clearer in the current work: one should
not use source parameters as a basis for modelling without ensuring that the manner of their determination is compatible with the
intended use. Differences in earth model or waveform frequency
band should be approached with particular caution; however, even
differences in the particular stations used may have consequences.
Unfortunately, catalogue sources are rarely accompanied by sufﬁcient information to allow the user to make this assessment. We
therefore suggest that where detailed inferences are to be made
based on synthetic waveforms, or where self-consistency is otherwise important, researchers should give serious consideration to
performing their own source determinations.
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Appendix A. The CMT source representation
Hooke’s Law states that for small deformations, stress (T) and
strain (s) are linearly related. In general, this may be expressed
(e.g. Biot, 1965; Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983b)

T ij ¼ dijkl @ l sk ;

ðA:1Þ

where we have adopted the Einstein convention of summation over
repeated indices, and where d represents the elasticity tensor of the
material. Of course, deformations may not be entirely elastic, and
Backus and Mulcahy (1976) introduced the stress glut, C, representing the departure from Hooke’s law in a given case. This is deﬁned
by

T ij ¼ dijkl @ l sk  Cij :

ðA:2Þ

The equations of motion governing the response of the Earth to
some seismic event then take the form

q0€si ¼ Hsi  @ j Cij ;

ðA:3Þ

where H represents a linear integro-differential operator (see, for
example, Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983b; Woodhouse and
Deuss, 2007). The stress glut therefore deﬁnes an equivalent body
force for the event

fi ¼ @ j Cij

ðA:4Þ

and must be symmetric for an indigenous event.
For any given stress glut tensor, C, we can deﬁne spatio-temporal glut moments (Backus, 1977),

M ij ¼

Z

t2

t1

Kijk ðxÞ ¼
Hij ðtÞ ¼

Z

Z

Z

VS
t2

t1
t2

t1

C_ ij ðx0 ; t 0 Þ d3 x0 dt 0 ;
Z

Z

VS

ðA:5Þ

3
ðx0k  xk ÞC_ ij ðx0 ; t0 Þ d x0 dt0 ;
3

ðt0  tÞC_ ij ðx0 ; t0 Þ d x0 dt 0 :

ðA:6Þ
ðA:7Þ

VS

where a dot is used to denote the material time derivative of the
stress glut, and x and t represent the spatial and temporal components, respectively. The domain of integration, V S , is the entire
‘source region’ in which the stress glut is non-zero; t 1 and t2 are
chosen to span the time over which the source acts. M is often referred to as ‘the’ moment tensor for the event, and it is this quantity
that the CMT algorithm seeks to determine, along with the spatiotemporal centroid location ðxc ; t c Þ. This is deﬁned to be the point
at which the sum of squares of K and H are minimised


@ 
Kijk ðxÞKijk ðxÞ x¼xc ¼ 0;
@xk

@ 
Hij ðtÞHij ðtÞ t¼tc ¼ 0:
@t

ðA:8Þ
ðA:9Þ

In practice, t c is typically speciﬁed as a time-shift relative to some
reference time. Combining Eqs. (A.5)–(A.9), it is straightforward to
show that

Kijk ðxc ÞM ij ¼ 0
Hij ðt c ÞM ij ¼ 0;

ðA:10Þ
ðA:11Þ

and therefore that the second glut moments K and H must vanish at
the centroid point.
Since C is symmetric, M must also be symmetric. With three
spatial dimensions, this implies that the moment tensor has six
independent components; it can therefore be described by a sixelement source vector, f. Working in spherical polar co-ordinates
ðr; h; /Þ, we therefore have

0

M rr
B
M ¼ @ M hr
M /r

Mrh
M hh
M /h

0
f1
C B
M h/ A ¼ @ f4
M //
f5
Mr/

1

f4
f2
f6

f5

1

C
f6 A:
f3

ðA:12Þ

Thus, our description of the seismic source requires ten parameters,
leading to the CMT vector set out in Eq. (1). It should be apparent
that modelling the source in this manner is essentially a ﬁrst-order
approximation: we are neglecting information on the spatio-temporal variation of the source, as encapsulated in the higher glut
moments.
Appendix B. Generating random sources
The algorithm used to generate a set of random source parameters ‘close’ to some true set mtrue is straightforward. We use
U ða; bÞ to denote a random number drawn from a uniform distribution, in the range ½a; b. In addition, we deﬁne fmax to be the largest
component of the moment tensor



fmax ¼ max jf1true j; jf2true j; . . . ; jf6true j

ðB:1Þ

The ten components of a random source with vanishing isotropic
part may then be expressed



true
true
f1;2;4;...;6 ¼ U f1;2;4;...;6
 wf f max ; f1;2;4;...;6
þ wf f max

ðB:2Þ

f3 ¼ f1  f2




true
zc ¼ U max zmin
 wz ; ztrue
þ wz
c ; zc
c

180 wk true 180 wk

;#
þ
#c ¼ U #true
c
p R c
p R

180
w
180 wk
k
uc ¼ U utrue

; utrue
þ
c
c
true
pR cos #true
p
R
 cos #c
c

ðB:5Þ

tc ¼ U ðwt ; wt Þ

ðB:7Þ

ðB:3Þ
ðB:4Þ

ðB:6Þ

where R represents the radius of the Earth (taken to be 6371 km),
zmin
P 0 provides a constraint on the minimum permissible event
c
depth (we adopt zmin
¼ 5 km), and where the various w parameters
c
control the width of each distribution. In addition, we require that

f3true  wf f max 6 f3 6 f3true þ wf f max ;

ðB:8Þ

and we discard and regenerate any source for which this does not
hold. In this paper, we use wf ¼ 0:5; wz ¼ 50 km; wk ¼ 100 km and
wt ¼ 15 s, although such choices are obviously somewhat arbitrary.
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